
it’s blooming burlap! 
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Look 
inside for some of our favorite project ideas!

We’ve planted a gorgeous collection of   
perfect for trendy home décor and just-for-fun floral arrangements. 



Let your home say hello with a burlap  
entrance that greets your guests the moment they step up to the front door.  
Think elegant, not formal—and trust our pretty burlap blooms to pull it off. Door hangings: 
Chevron-striped burlap ribbon with burlap flowers (stems clipped) hot-glued in a cluster at one end.

make an  entrance
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make a  statement!
Burlap has to be brown? Don’t 
tell that to our colorful burlap 
flowers. They come in a vibrant 
(and versatile) mix of hues, made 
to grace the happiest, friendliest 
spaces in your home. We’re talking 
sunshine yellow, robin’s egg blue 
and more—with all the rustic 
charm of traditional burlap.



                  Put the effort into the meal, and leave the table décor to our sweet 
burlap roses. There’s no sewing to do here—just whip out the glue gun and go to town. Runner-width 
burlap: Sold by the roll in the Floral Department.

the rundown

bottle in bloom If you think real 
flowers are best left in the great outdoors, toss your 
garden shears and try this: Find a pretty vase—or in 
this case, a bottle—and tuck in a few whimsical burlap 
blooms. Bottles: Home Accents Department.

sun shine Clip the stems from our  
cuter-than-the-real-thing sunflowers. Then cluster them 
on a frame, a basket—or a sunny, striped pillow.  
Chevron pillow cover: Sold in the Fabric Department.
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Love the soothing, 
earthy hues in this 
unconventional fabric?  
We carry plenty of stems 
that stick to a classic color 

scheme—think 
brown, bleached 
and touches of 

black.

make itnatural
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Do not allow chilDren to complete projects alone. aDult supervision requireD.

www.hobbylobby.com  •    •  Floral - 173484

Where can you plant our gorgeous burlap flowers? Here are some ideas to grow on. (1) Glue a big 
bloom—we added the checkered leaves cut from ribbon—to a basic lined basket. (2) Add interest 
to a basic lampshade. (3) Glue clusters of flowers to the corner of a photo or bulletin board frame. 
(4) Tie together a mini burlap bouquet, and tuck it anywhere that needs a quick pick-me-up.
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